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So you are the proud owner of a penthouse located at one of the best addresses in your town. Itâ€™s no
doubt a great achievement and to add to this you have hired the best interior decorator to do up
your house. Obviously you donâ€™t want to leave any stone unturned when it comes to decorating your
new penthouse. And why wonâ€™t you, after all a dream house is an asset for a lifetime and we do not
want to pull out in any manner when it comes to doing something for the house.

So today weâ€™ll tell you about decor detailing, a new trend that has just hit the market and is being
widely accepted. In decor detailing the emphasis is on finishing touches as it is said that a product
that lacks in its finishing is of no good for the customer and the consumer. With the use of special
door laminates and decorative laminates one can now get the required artistic look for their doors
that have the right finishing.  

So letâ€™s focus on a much ignored area when it comes to decor and it is door decor. Doing up the
doors is the new trend and very essential at the same time. The best way to decorate doors is to
use door laminates. Sometimes also called postforming laminates, door laminates are a special
variety of decorative laminates that have high malleability thereby ensuring that the door is
laminated properly without any scarring patches that take away from its appearance.

One can also experiment from the latest range of decorative laminates available for the doors.
Choose from oak laminates, walnut laminates, or natural textured laminates for your doors and give
them and antique look. In fact you can try oak laminates or walnut laminates for your doors in case
you are scared of the rains damping and soiling your doors.Oak laminates have great depth in the
design and are an apt fit for those who are extremely conscious of any patches and blemishes on
their door surface.

After all when for your dream house you definitely dream of an entry way which is a piece of art.   
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Greenlam provides Asiaâ€™s best a door laminates,a Oak laminates and a decorative laminates
solutions. Greenlam laminates have high aesthetic appeal, extremely sustainable, very eco-friendly
and durable.
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